Journals

- Aleph: Historical Studies in Science and Judaism
- American Jewish History
- Ars Judaica The Bar Ilan Journal of Jewish Art
- Hebrew Studies
- Israel Studies
- Jewish Film & New Media: An International Journal
- Jewish Quarterly Review
- Jewish Social Studies
- Journal of Jewish Identities
- Levinas Studies
- Modern Judaism
- Nashim: A Journal of Jewish Women’s Studies & Gender Issues
- Philip Roth Studies
- Polin Studies in Polish Jewry
- Prooftexts
- Shofar: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Jewish Studies
- Studies in American Jewish Literature

Books

MUSE offers scholarly books in Jewish Studies from distinguished publishers including:

- Brandeis University Press
- Indiana University Press
- Jewish Publication Society
- Rutgers University Press
- Syracuse University Press
- Wayne State University Press
Jewish Studies

Find these topics and more on Project MUSE

Antisemitism in literature  Jews political activity  Mysticism Judaism  Hasidism
Holocaust survivors  Medieval Hebrew literature  Martin Buber  Kabbalah
Ladino literature  Jews United States  Babylonian Talmud  Hermann Cohen
Yiddish language  Israel social conditions  Jewish diaspora  Zionism History
American Jewish Orthodoxy  Judaism and science  Sephardim America
Jewish day schools  Children of Holocaust survivors  Jews in performing arts

Did you know ..........

MUSE books and journals offer:

✓ 100% full text
✓ Unlimited simultaneous usage, printing, and downloading
✓ Chapter and article downloads
✓ Mobile access

Books and journals can support coursework:

✓ Transform your instruction aids by including stable links to journal and book content
✓ Link to articles, book reviews/chapters, and performance reviews.
✓ Search books and journals on one integrated platform